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 I am new to purefix, and want to use it for automatic updates of packages. The.deb files are on a remote server, and I want to pull them down and install. My understanding is that using purefix I can actually use wget to pull the updated deb files and do a dpkg -i on them. The problem is that there is no option to install from remote, it always wants me to install locally. Is there a way to bypass this? I
dont want to install to my system, I just want to get the files. A: Purefix is for the user to do what the Debian updater does, "fetch update data for all the packages you have installed, fetch the official sources for all those packages, download all the files from the official sources and try to build the official binaries for all of those packages." There is no option to tell purefix to install the packages from a
remote server. However, you can have it fetch updated packages from a remote server and install them locally. For example, $ mkdir -p /tmp/purefix && cd /tmp/purefix $ wget ...download and uncompress purefix $ gunzip purefix.gz $ gunzip purefix $ cp -p purefix/purefix /etc/apt/sources.list.d/ $ apt-get update && apt-get install purefix As mentioned in the comments, your wget command needs
to be a bit more complicated to ensure that the correct architecture of the binary is downloaded, i.e., you have to run the wget command like this: wget --no-dns-cache --no-check-certificate --restrict-file-names=violet --restrict-file-names=expecting:=texinfo,tgz,tar.gz,rpm --no-cache Q: Splitting a vector into sub-vectors I have a vector that has 50,000 data points. In order to simplify the code I would

like to divide this vector into 100 sub vectors. Each sub vector contains 2000 data points. So for example the vector looks like this [[-0.8979 f3e1b3768c
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